Allele drop-out in the MECP2 gene due to G-quadruplex and i-motif sequences when using polymerase chain reaction-based diagnosis for Rett syndrome.
Although few examples are formally documented, all polymerase chain reaction-based testing is theoretically vulnerable to allele drop-out (ADO), the failure to amplify one of the two alleles present in a cell. In a clinical setting, this can lead to false positive or negative diagnosis. We investigated the mechanisms leading to ADO in the MECP2 gene in two unrelated female patients undergoing testing for Rett syndrome. Both the patients had two benign DNA variations, c.819G > T and c.1161C > T, that appeared homozygous due to ADO. Bioinformatics analyses indicate that this region of the MECP2 gene is rich in complex tertiary structures called G-quadruplex and i-motifs, the disruption of which by the c.819G > T and c.1161C > T variants leads to preferential amplification of the variant allele. Other examples of ADO likely occur, and consideration of disrupting G-quadruplex and i-motif structures should be given when this phenomenon is unexpected. We identify factors in both the polymerase chain reaction amplification and the sequencing steps that help overcome ADO.